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The English Civil War - Martyn Bennett
2009-11-02
The English Civil War" was a series of armed
conflicts and political upheavals which spanned
the entirety of the British Isles in the midseventeenth century. It was fought on a wide
range of religious, political and racial issues, and
succeeded in dividing the traditional loyalties of
class, friendship and family ties within all four
kingdoms. This unprecedented period of
disruption resulted in far-reaching political
revolution, the re-evaluation of political
representation and social structure, and
ultimately laid the foundations of the British
constitution we know today. Martyn Bennett
introduces the reader to the main debates
surrounding the Civil War, from the St Giles
riots in Edinburgh in 1637 to the restoration of
Charles II on 8 May 1660, and includes
biographies of the key personalities, key events,
battles, military institutions of the conflict, and
covers the run-up to the conflict, the wars
themselves and its aftermath. This
comprehensive A-Z companion to the history of
the civil wars provides all the facts and figures
that an armchair general would ever need.
Oliver Cromwell - Martyn Bennett 2006-08-21
In this concise and accessible biography, Martyn
Bennett examines the life of Oliver Cromwell –
one of the most controversial figures in world
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history. This study challenges long-held
perceptions of Cromwell and the
Commonwealth, arguing that they need to be
placed at the core of early Modern British and
Irish history. Charting his early career, the
origins of his political and religious thought, and
the development of his notions of governance
that influenced him as Lord Protector, Martyn
Bennett contests the post-Restoration vilification
of Cromwell to examine how his influence has
shaped notions of citizenship, identity and
governance and informed the relationship
between religion and the state in Britain. This
radical interpretation will give students a clearer
view of the motivations and achievements of a
fascinating and pivotal figure in British history.
A Military History of the English Civil War Malcolm Wanklyn 2014-07-10
A Military History of the English Civil War
examines how the civil war was won, who fought
for whom, and why it ended. With a
straightforward style and clear chronology that
enables readers to make their own judgements
and pursue their own interests further, this
original history provides a thorough critique of
the reasons that have been cited for Parliament's
victory and the King's defeat in 1645/46. It
discusses the strategic options of the
Parliamentary and Royalist commanders and
councils of war and analyses the decisions they
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made, arguing that the King’s faulty command
structure was more responsible for his defeat
than Sir Thomas Fairfax's strategic flair. It also
argues that the way that resources were used,
rather than the resources themselves, explain
why the war ended when it did.
The English Civil War 1640-1649 - Martyn
Bennett 2014-05-12
The English Civil War (1642-53) is one of the
most crucial periods in British history. Martyn
Bennett introduces the reader to the main
debates surrounding the Civil War which
continue to be debated by historians. He
considers the repercussions both on government
and religion, of Parliament's failure to secure
stability after the Royalist defeat in 1646, and
argues that this opened the way for far more
radical reforms. The book deals with the military
campaigns in all four nations, placing the war in
its full British and Irish context.
The English Civil War - Peter Gaunt
2014-05-09
Sir, God hath taken away your eldest son by a
cannon shot. It brake his leg. We were
necessitated to have it cut off, whereof he died.'
In one of the most famous and moving letters of
the Civil War, Oliver Cromwell told his brotherin-law that on 2 July 1644 Parliament had won
an emphatic victory over a Royalist army
commanded by King Charles I's nephew, Prince
Rupert, on rolling moorland west of York. But
that battle, Marston Moor, had also slain his own
nephew, the recipient's firstborn. In this vividly
narrated history of the deadly conflict that
engulfed the nation during the 1640s, Peter
Gaunt shows that, with the exception of World
War I, the death-rate was higher than any other
contest in which Britain has participated.
Numerous towns and villages were garrisoned,
attacked, damaged or wrecked. The landscape
was profoundly altered. Yet amidst all the blood
and killing, the fighting was also a catalyst for
profound social change and innovation. Charting
major battles, raids and engagements, the
author uses rich contemporary accounts to
explore the life-changing experience of war for
those involved, whether musketeers at Cheriton,
dragoons at Edgehill or Cromwell's disciplined
Ironsides at Naseby (1645).
Soldiers and Strangers - Mark Stoyle 2005-01-01
The Civil War fought between Charles I and his
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Parliament is one of the most momentous
conflicts in English history. This book provides a
wholly new perspective by revealing the extent
to which the struggle possessed an "ethnic"
dimension, and the impact of that on the forging
of English national identity. Stoyle reveals the
acute fear of foreign invasion that gripped
England after 1640, when the insular English
were placed on the brink of what they perceived
as a national emergency. Stoyle sets the creation
of the New Model Army within that context,
arguing that its appearance represented the
culmination of a campaign by Oliver Cromwell
and others to forge a purely "English" military
instrument, one purged of the foreign solders
who had been so prominent in earlier
Parliamentarian armies. This self-consciously
"English" army eventually succeeded in wresting
back control of the kingdom by defeating the
king's forces, re-conquering Cornwall and Wales,
and expelling all foreign agents.
Oliver Cromwell: Oxford Bibliographies
Online Research Guide - Oxford University
Press 2010-06-01
This ebook is a selective guide designed to help
scholars and students of Islamic studies find
reliable sources of information by directing them
to the best available scholarly materials in
whatever form or format they appear from
books, chapters, and journal articles to online
archives, electronic data sets, and blogs. Written
by a leading international authority on the
subject, the ebook provides bibliographic
information supported by direct
recommendations about which sources to
consult and editorial commentary to make it
clear how the cited sources are interrelated
related. This ebook is a static version of an
article from Oxford Bibliographies Online:
Renaissance and Reformation, a dynamic,
continuously updated, online resource designed
to provide authoritative guidance through
scholarship and other materials relevant to the
study of European history and culture between
the 14th and 17th centuries. Oxford
Bibliographies Online covers most subject
disciplines within the social science and
humanities, for more information visit
www.oxfordbibliographies.com.
The English Civil War - Timothy Venning
2015-02-28
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With hindsight, the victory of Parliamentarian
forces over the Royalists in the English Civil War
may seem inevitable but this outcome was not a
foregone conclusion. Timothy Venning explores
many of the turning points and discusses how
they might so easily have played out differently.
What if, for example, Charles I had capitalized
on his victory at Edgehill by attacking London
without delay? Could this have ended the war in
1642? His actual advance on the capital in 1643
failed but came close to causing a
Parliamentarian collapse how could it have
succeeded and what then? Among the many
other scenarios, full consideration is given to the
role of Ireland (what if Papal meddling had not
prevented Irish Catholics aiding Charles?) and
Scotland (how might Montrose's Scottish
loyalists have neutralized the Covenanters?).
The author analyses the plausible possibilities in
each thread, throwing light on the role of chance
and underlying factors in the real outcome, as
well as what might easily have been different.
Historical Dictionary of the British and Irish Civil
Wars 1637-1660 - Martyn Bennett 2016-02-10
This second edition of Historical Dictionary of
the British and Irish Civil Wars 1637-1660
contains a chronology, an introduction, and an
extensive bibliography. The dictionary section
has over 700 cross-referenced entries on
important personalities, politics, and military
technology, as well as descriptions of the battles
of the war.
Fields of Battle - P. Doyle 2013-03-14
Terrain has a profound effect upon the strategy
and tactics of any military engagement and has
consequently played an important role in
determining history. In addition, the landscapes
of battle, and the geology which underlies them,
has helped shape the cultural iconography of
battle certainly within the 20th century. In the
last few years this has become a fertile topic of
scientific and historical exploration and has
given rise to a number of conferences and books.
The current volume stems from the international
Terrain in Military History conference held in
association with the Imperial War Museum,
London and the Royal Engineers Museum,
Chatham, at the University of Greenwich in
January 2000. This conference brought together
historians, geologists, military enthusiasts and
terrain analysts from military, academic and
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amateur backgrounds with the aim of exploring
the application of modem tools of landscape
visualisation to understanding historical
battlefields. This theme was the subject of a
Leverhulme Trust grant (F/345/E) awarded to
the University of Greenwich and administered by
us in 1998, which aimed to use the tools of
modem landscape visualisation in understanding
the influence of terrain in the First World War.
This volume forms part of the output from this
grant and is part of our wider exploration of the
role of terrain in military history. Many
individuals contributed to the organisation of the
original conference and to the production of this
volume.
Alexander Leslie and the Scottish Generals of
the Thirty Years' War, 1618–1648 - Alexia
Grosjean 2015-10-06
Field Marshal Alexander Leslie was the highest
ranking commander from the British Isles to
serve in the Thirty Years’ War. Though Leslie’s
life provides the thread that runs through this
work, the authors use his story to explore the
impacts of the Thirty Years’ War, the British
Civil Wars and the age of Military Revolution.
War in England 1642-1649 - Barbara Donagan
2010-03-18
Drawing extensively on primary sources, and
with the focus on examining what the war was
like to live through - for example the living
conditions for soldiers, the conduct of war, etc. this study illuminates the human cost of war and
its effect on society, both in our own day as well
as in the 17th century.
Destructive & Formidable - David Blackmore
2014-11-30
“Looks at British infantry doctrine . . . from the
British Civil Wars of the seventeenth century up
to just before the American War of
Independence.”—British Civil Wars Blog In the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the
British Army’s victories over the French at
battles such as Blenheim in 1704, Minden and
Quebec in 1759, and over the Jacobites at
Culloden in 1746, were largely credited to its
infantry’s particularly effective and deadly
firepower. For the first time, David Blackmore
has gone back to original drill manuals and other
contemporary sources to discover the reasons
behind this. This book employs an approach that
starts by considering the procedures and
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practices of soldiers in a given period and
analyzes those in order to understand how
things were done and, in turn, why events
unfolded as they did. In doing so, Blackmore has
discovered a specifically British set of tactics,
which created this effectiveness and allowed it
to be maintained over such a long period,
correcting many of the misconceptions about
British infantry firepower in the age of the
musket and linear warfare in a major new
contribution to our understanding of an
important period of British military history.
“Essential reading for anyone interested in the
British army of the 17th and 18th
centuries.”—Military History Monthly
The Killing Game - Anthony Tucker-Jones
2018-04-02
The second millennium of mankind has been
characterized by almost incessant warfare
somewhere on the face of the globe. The Killing
Game serves as a snapshot of the development
of warfare over the past 1,000 years, illustrating
the bravery and suffering mankind has inflicted
upon itself in developing what we call the ‘Art of
War’. Here military historian Anthony TuckerJones selects twenty battles that illustrate the
changing face of warfare over the past thousand
years – from the Viking shield wall to long bows
and knights, the emergence of gunpowder and
finally the long-range faceless warfare of today.
This is a look at the killing game and its
devastating impact.
Siege of Newcastle - William Lithgow 2010-11
The author of this concise history of a campaign
in the Scottish intervntion in the English Civil
War was a Scottish traveller and gentleman,
William Lithgow, who was an eye-witness of the
actions he describes. The centrepiece of the
book is Lithgow's history of the long-drawn out
siege of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, a Royalist
stronghold which eventually capitulated to its
Scots besiegeers in October 1644. The book also
contains Lithgow's description of the 'Never to
bee forgotten' battle of Marston Moor, the great
turning point of the war in which an AngloScottish army defeated the Royalists near York
and effectively captured the North for
Parliament. A rare eye-witness account, this
book is a must for all Civil War enthusiasts as
well as anyone interested in Scottish military
history.
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The Routledge Companion to the Stuart
Age, 1603-1714 - John Wroughton 2013-02-01
Here is an invaluable, user-friendly and compact
compendium packed with facts and figures on
the seventeenth century – one of the most
tumultuous and complex periods in British
history. From James I to Queen Anne, this
Companion includes detailed information on
political, religious and cultural developments as
well as military activity, foreign affairs and
colonial expansion. Chronologies, biographies,
documents, maps and genealogies, and an
extensive bibliography navigate the reader
through this fascinating and formative epoch as
the book details the key events and themes of
the era including: the English Civil War and its
military campaigns the Gunpowder Plot, Catholic
persecution and the influence of Puritanism
imperial adventures in America, Asia, Africa, and
the Caribbean Scotland and the Act of Union,
1707 the Irish Confederate wars and the
Cromwellian conquest of Ireland the Great Fire
of 1666 and the rebuilding of London
biographies of key figures, including women,
artists, architects, writers and scientists the
Restoration and the revival of drama. With
complete lists of offices of state, an extensive
glossary of key constitutional, political and
religious terminology, and up-to-date thematic
annotated bibliographies to aid further research,
this student-friendly reference guide is essential
for all those interested in the Stuart Age.
The English Civil War - Peter Gaunt 2014-05-09
Sir, God hath taken away your eldest son by a
cannon shot. It brake his leg. We were
necessitated to have it cut off, whereof he died.'
In one of the most famous and moving letters of
the Civil War, Oliver Cromwell told his brotherin-law that on 2 July 1644 Parliament had won
an emphatic victory over a Royalist army
commanded by King Charles I's nephew, Prince
Rupert, on rolling moorland west of York. But
that battle, Marston Moor, had also slain his own
nephew, the recipient's firstborn. In this vividly
narrated history of the deadly conflict that
engulfed the nation during the 1640s, Peter
Gaunt shows that, with the exception of World
War I, the death-rate was higher than any other
contest in which Britain has participated.
Numerous towns and villages were garrisoned,
attacked, damaged or wrecked. The landscape
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was profoundly altered. Yet amidst all the blood
and killing, the fighting was also a catalyst for
profound social change and innovation. Charting
major battles, raids and engagements, the
author uses rich contemporary accounts to
explore the life-changing experience of war for
those involved, whether musketeers at Cheriton,
dragoons at Edgehill or Cromwell's disciplined
Ironsides at Naseby (1645).
Cromwell at War - Martyn Bennett 2017-06-30
Martyn Bennett here provides the first military
biography of Cromwell in the context of the
seventeenth century Military Revolution. After
commanding a small troop in 1643 and, without
prior military experience, Cromwell rose to lead
the cavalry regiments of the Eastern Association
Army and the New Model Army to final victory at
Worcester in 1651 and sealed the victory of the
Parliamentary forces in Ireland and Scotland,
becoming Lord General in 1650. Martyn Bennett
analyses Cromwell's military talents and
generalship, in addition to his well-attested
powerful and even brutal discipline and religious
fervour. He examines the controversial Irish
campaigns as well as modern accusations of
genocide. In providing new perspectives on
Cromwell's military career, Bennett adds to our
understanding of England's only non-royal head
of state.
The English Civil War - Nick Lipscombe
2020-09-17
The English Civil Wars (1638–51) comprised the
deadliest conflict ever fought on British soil, in
which brother took up arms against brother,
father fought against son, and towns, cities and
villages fortified themselves in the cause of
Royalists or Parliamentarians. Although much
historical attention has focused on the events in
England and the key battles of Edgehill, Marston
Moor and Naseby, this was a conflict that
engulfed the entirety of the Three Kingdoms and
led to a trial and execution that profoundly
shaped the British monarchy and Parliament.
This beautifully presented atlas tells the whole
story of Britain's revolutionary civil war, from
the earliest skirmishes of the Bishops Wars in
1639–40 through to 1651, when Charles II's
defeat at Worcester crushed the Royalist cause,
leading to two decades of Stuart exile. Each map
is supported by a detailed text, providing a
complete explanation of the complex and
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fluctuating conflict that ultimately meant that
the Crown would always be answerable to
Parliament.
Atlas of the English Civil War - Peter
Newman 2020-10-27
Originally published in 1985 the English Civil
War is a subject which continues to excite
enormous interest throughout the world. This
atlas consists of over fifty maps illustrating all
the major - and many of the minor - bloody
campaigns and battles of the War, including the
campaigns of Montrose, the battle of Edgehill
and Langport. Providing a complete introductory
history to the turbulent period, it also includes
maps giving essential background information;
detailed accompanying explanations; a useful
context to events.
Campaigns of the Eastern Association Laurence Spring 2022-08-25
The Eastern Association is best known for its
performance at the battle of Marston Moor and
the rise of Oliver Cromwell, but it was so much
more. It was one of the most successful
Parliamentary armies that served during the
First Civil War; firstly having to secure the
counties of East Anglia from Royalist
sympathizers and then supporting Lord Fairfax's
Northern Association in its struggle with
Newcastle's Army and the latter's final defeat at
the battle of Marston Moor. It then assisted the
remains of the Earl of Essex's Army and Sir
William Waller's at the second battle of
Newbury. Using contemporary and
archaeological evidence this book looks at these
two battles, as well as Gainsborough and
Winceby, and the sieges of Reading, King's Lynn,
Lincoln and York. It also looks at the religious
and political divisions within the army caused by
the Presbyterians and Cromwell's Independent
factions which would almost cripple the army in
winter of 1644, which would end in a bitter
dispute in Parliament, which would eventually
lead to the formation of the New Model Army.
This book not only looks at the commanders but
also the soldiers who served in the army by
using their petitions which gives a vivid insight
into the campaigns and life as a soldier during
the Civil War, and is divided into the following
chapters: 1) First Campaigns: the campaigns of
Lord Grey of Warke, the first commander of the
Eastern Association and also the early
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campaigns of Cromwell; 2) Manchester Takes
Command: the increase in the strength of the
Association under its new commander the Earl
of Manchester, and the events leading up to it
marching north, including Prince Rupert
surprising the besiegers at Newark; 3) Newark:
the Parliamentarian siege of Newark, and
Rupert's relief of the town; 4) The Siege of York:
the events of the siege and siege warfare; 5)
Marston Moor: the battle of Marston Moor and
the surrender of York; 6) Crawford's Campaign:
the campaign of Major General Lawrence
Crawford after the surrender of York, including
the capture of Sheffield; 7) Manchester's
Campaign: describes Manchester's movements
from the surrender of York until his uniting with
the armies of Essex and Waller at Basingstoke;
8) The Newbury Campaign: re-examines the
battle and also considers the King's return to
Newbury and the combined Parliamentarian
armies refusing to fight; 9) The Winter of
Discontent: the dispute in Parliament which
resulted in the Self- Denying Ordinance and the
formation of the New Model Army; 10) The Last
Campaigns: Cromwell being sent into the West
and Crawford being ordered to assist Sir William
Brereton, and then the disbandment of the
Association's regiments to form the New Model
Army. The conclusion traces what happened to
some of the combatants after the war, and
appendices describe the logistics of the Eastern
Association, and the Royalist Colors that were
captured at Marston Moor. The discovery of the
whereabouts of the correspondence of the Earl
of Manchester after they were withdrawn from
the then Public Record Office means that this
book contains information not used in other
books on the campaigns of the Eastern
Association, and also the raising of the New
Model Army, so is a must for anyone interested
in the Civil War.
The King's Irish - John Barratt 2019-11-15
The English troops serving in Ireland were vital
source of experienced and possibly war-winning
manpower sought after by both King and
Parliament in the Civil War. The "cessation" or
truce which King Charles reached with the Irish
Confederates in September 1643 enabled him to
begin shipping over troops fro Ireland to
reinforce the Royalist armies. During the
following year the "Irish", as they were
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frequently if inaccurately known by both sides
were an important factor in the war. The
Nantwich campaign (December 1643-January
1644), the consolidation of Royalist control in
the Welsh Marches during the spring of 1644,
the Marston Moor campaign, and the Battle of
Montgomery (September 1644) all received
major contributions from the troops from
Ireland. Other troops from Ireland, mainly from
the province of Munster, provided important
reinforcements for the Western and Oxford
Royalist armies during the 1644 campaigns in
western and southern England. The "Irish" were
still a significant part of the Royalist army
during the Naseby campaign of 1645, and
elements remained in action until the end of the
war. The book will look at the Irish campaign
and its influence on the experience and
behaviour of the troops when they reached
England. It will examine their equipment,
logistical care, and experience following their
return. It will look at the performance of some of
the troops, such as the "firelocks" who changed
sides and became valuable additions to the
Parliamentarian forces. Also examined is the
controversial topic of "native Irish" troops who
were involved, and a number of prominent
indiduals who also srved in the war. Full use is
made of extensive contemporary primary
sources and also later research.
The Battle of Marston Moor 1644 - John
Barratt 2008-07-14
On 2 July 1644, six miles from York, 18,000
Royalists led by Prince Rupert, the nephew of
King Charles I, fought 27,000 Parliamentarians
in an attempt to relieve the Royalist force
besieged at York. He failed. The defeat was
catastrophic and the North was lost to
Parliamentarian troops. John Barratt looks
afresh at the battle and explores the
disagreements among the Royalist leaders that
had a devastating effect on the outcome of the
battle.
The British Civil War - Trevor Royle 2004
An analysis of the civil wars of Great Britian
compares them to that of the United States to
discuss how the battles of Lexington and
Concord were extensions of the British Civil
War, cite the roles of such figures as Charles I
and Oliver Cromwell, and more.
Authority, Authorship and Aristocratic Identity in
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Seventeenth-Century England - Peter Edwards
2016-11-01
The aristocratic Cavendishes were major figures
in the key political and cultural events of
seventeenth century England. Because of the
intersection of domestic issues with related
European ones, their lives are equally bound up
with continental European courts and cultures.
A Guide to British Military History - Ian F. W.
Beckett 2016-06-30
What exactly is military history? Forty years ago
it meant battles, campaigns, great commanders,
drums and trumpets. It was largely the preserve
of military professionals and was used to support
national history and nationalism. Now, though,
the study of war has been transformed by the
war and society approach, by the examination of
identity, memory and gender, and a less Eurocentric and more global perspective. Generally it
is recognised that war and conflict must be
integrated into the wider narrative of historical
development, and this is why Ian Becketts
research guide is such a useful tool for anyone
working in this growing field. It introduces
students to all the key debates, issues and
resources. While European and global
perspectives are not neglected, there is an
emphasis on the British experience of war since
1500. This survey of British military history will
be essential reading and reference for anyone
who has a professional or amateur interest in the
subject, and it will be a valuable introduction for
newcomers to it.
A bibliography of British military history Anthony Bruce 2016-12-19
Military Leadership in the British Civil
Wars, 1642-1651 - Stanley D. M. Carpenter
2005
This work is a study of military leadership and
resulting effectiveness in battlefield victory
focusing on the parliamentary and royalist
regional commanders in the north of England
and Scotland in the three civil wars between
1642 and 1651.
Reader's Guide to Military History - Charles
Messenger 2013-10-31
This book contains some 600 entries on a range
of topics from ancient Chinese warfare to late
20th-century intervention operations. Designed
for a wide variety of users, it encompasses
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general reviews of aspects of military
organization and science, as well as specific
wars and conflicts. The book examines naval and
air warfare, as well as significant individuals,
including commanders, theorists, and war
leaders. Each entry includes a listing of
additional publications on the topic,
accompanied by an article discussing these
publications with reference to their particular
emphases, strengths, and limitations.
Marston Moor, 1644 - Peter Young 1970
The battle of Marston Moor proved to be a
turning point in the Civil War and perhaps the
biggest ever fought on English soil. The Royalist
cause was dealt a mortal blow and although the
conflict continued for another year or more,
Royalist fortunes never really recovered. As
Margaret Toynbee asserts in her introduction,
the chief responsibility for the disaster rests
with Prince Rupert who failed to liaise with his
fellow general, the Marquess of Newcastle.
Equally, Oliver Cromwell should receive much of
the credit for Parliament's victory. This book
describes the campaign and the battle.
The A to Z of the British and Irish Civil Wars
1637-1660 - Martyn Bennett 2010-04-06
Through a concise historical chronology and
comprehensive overview, users of The A to Z of
the British and Irish Civil Wars 1637-1660 will
find an insightful explanation of the people,
places, and events that indelibly shape the
United Kingdom's seventeenth-century history.
The cross-listed dictionary entries offer a
complete explanation of each important aspect
of the Civil Wars and their effect on the
Kingdom. Also includes maps and a bibliography.
Horses, People and Parliament in the
English Civil War - Gavin Robinson 2016-04-22
Horses played a major role in the military,
economic, social and cultural history of earlymodern England. This book uses the supply of
horses to parliamentary armies during the
English Civil War to make two related points.
Firstly it shows how control of resources although vital to success - is contingent upon a
variety of logistical and political considerations.
It then demonstrates how competition for
resources and construction of individuals’
identities and allegiances fed into each other.
Resources, such as horses, did not automatically
flow out of areas which were nominally under
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Parliament’s control. Parliament had to
construct administrative systems and make them
work. This was not easy when only a minority of
the population actively supported either side and
property rights had to be negotiated, so the
success of these negotiations was never a
foregone conclusion. The study also
demonstrates how competition for resources and
construction of identities fed into each other. It
argues that allegiance was not a fixed
underlying condition, but was something
external and changeable. Actions were more
important than thoughts and to secure victory,
both sides needed people to do things rather
than feel vaguely sympathetic. Furthermore,
identities were not always self-fashioned but
could be imposed on people against their will,
making them liable to disarmament,
sequestration, fines or imprisonment. More than
simply a book about resources and logistics, this
study poses fundamental questions of identity
construction, showing how culture and reality
influence each other. Through an exploration of
Parliament’s interaction with local communities
and individuals, it reveals fascinating
intersections between military necessity and
issues of gender, patriarchy, religion,
bureaucracy, nationalism and allegiance.
Massacre - David Casserly 2011-05-15
A fascinating and highly detailed account of one
of the bloodiest conflicts of the English Civil
War.
Military History of Scotland - Spiers Edward M.
Spiers 2014-07-11
The Scottish soldier has been at war for over
2000 years. Until now, no reference work has
attempted to examine this vast heritage of
warfare.A Military History of Scotland offers
readers an unparalleled insight into the
evolution of the Scottish military tradition. This
wide-ranging and extensively illustrated volume
traces the military history of Scotland from prehistory to the recent conflict in Afghanistan.
Edited by three leading military historians, and
featuring contributions from thirty scholars, it
explores the role of warfare in the emergence of
a Scottish kingdom, the forging of a ScottishBritish military identity, and the participation of
Scots in Britain's imperial and world wars.
Eschewing a narrow definition of military
history, it investigates the cultural and physical
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dimensions of Scotland's military past such as
Scottish military dress and music, the role of the
Scottish soldier in art and literature, Scotland's
fortifications and battlefield archaeology, and
Scotland's military memorials and museum
collections.
Battle of Marston Moor - John Barratt
2008-07-14
On 2 July 1644, six miles from York, 18,000
Royalists led by Prince Rupert, the nephew of
King Charles I, fought 27,000 Parliamentarians
in an attempt to relieve the Royalist force
besieged at York. He failed. The defeat was
catastrophic and the North was lost to
Parliamentarian troops. John Barratt looks
afresh at the battle and explores the
disagreements among the Royalist leaders that
had a devastating effect on the outcome of the
battle.
Marston Moor 1644 - John Tincey 2003-03-11
The entry of the Scots into the English Civil War
(1642–1651) on 19 January 1644 on the side of
Parliament radically changed the balance of
power in the North of England. The Royalists in
the North were forced onto the defensive and
besieged in York. In a bold march Prince Rupert
outmanoeuvred his enemies and relieved York
without a shot being fired. However, when
Rupert met the allied army in battle on Marston
Moor on 2 July his cavalry was defeated by
Cromwell's Ironsides who then turned on the
Royalist infantry. The result was a hard-fought
but catastrophic defeat; the Royalist army was
crushed and their forces driven from the north
of England.
The English Civil War - Diane Purkiss
2009-03-25
In this compelling history of the violent struggle
between the monarchy and Parliament that tore
apart seventeenth-century England, a rising star
among British historians sheds new light on the
people who fought and died through those
tumultuous years. Drawing on exciting new
sources, including letters, memoirs, ballads,
plays, illustrations, and even cookbooks, Diane
Purkiss creates a rich and nuanced portrait of
this turbulent era. The English Civil War’s
dramatic consequences-rejecting the divine right
monarchy in favor of parliamentary rulecontinue to influence our lives, and in this
colorful narrative, Purkiss vividly brings to life
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the history that changed the course of Western
government.
The Concise Encyclopedia of the Revolutions and
Wars of England, Scotland, and Ireland,
1639-1660 - Stephen C. Manganiello 2004
Presents an alphabetical arrangement of
historical topics specific to this time period, with
entries on political,military and religious
leaders, nobles, battles, treaties, locations, and
events.
Atlas of the English Civil War - P.R Newman
2005-06-20
The English Civil War is a subject which
continues to excite enormous interest
throughout the world. This atlas consists of over
fifty maps illustrating all the major - and many of
the minor - bloody campaigns and battles of the
War, including the campaigns of Montrose, the
battle of Edgehill and Langport. Providing a

great-battles-marston-moor-1644-the-campaign-and-the-battle

complete introductory history to the turbulent
period, it also includes: * maps giving essential
background information * detailed
accompanying explanations * a useful context to
events.
Marston Moor - David Clark 2004-03-19
Following on from the success of the first book
in this series on the English Civil war, Naseby,
here is the story of Marston Moor, arguably the
most famous battle in the four year conflict.In
this exciting analysis of the battle the Author has
captured the atmosphere and made it possible to
get the most out of the experience. Marston
Moor was an extremely bitter and costly battle
and a defeat for the Royalist cause that had
major implications for King Charles I. One result
was that the key city of York was lost thereby
seriously weakening the King's grip on the
North.
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